
FU-JICA 
INSTANT LOAD 

(Single-a) 
P-300 

REFLEX ZOOM 

The two-in-one 
compact zoom 
Movie Camera 

Simply aim and shoot ... or 
create professional effects. 

Shoot a Simple Show 
Open the side of the Fujica Reflex Zoom P-300. Drop 
in the Single-8 cartridge. Click-stop focus. Press the 
button. That's it! Nothing else to do. The automatic 
electric eye has set itself. Zoom from wide angle to tele
photo? A finger-tip touch on the zoom bar does it. 
Single-8 ... the simple way to shoot a show. 

or 

Produce a Feature Film 
With all the tricks in the Hollywood book. With just two 
accessories . . . a polarizing filter and a film rewinder .. . 
you can now create the advanced movie effects that mark 
the "Pro" . Fade-ins, Fade-outs, Lap Dissolves . .. the 
deliberate and gradual superimposition of a new scene 
over an old scene ... the one fades in as the other fades 
out. 

Both Super Sharp and Extra Bright 
No matter what kind of a movie you want to make with 
Single-8 ... one thing is sure . . . it will be sharp ... 
automatically! The built-in pressure plate locks the film 
fiat ... correctly aligned behind the lens . . . and the 
thinner, stronger film base permits more light to be pro
jected through for a show that practically glows on your 
screen. 
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Fujica 

The Instant Load with Universal Appeal 
Novice to Advanced Amateur 
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SPECIFICATIONS - FUJICA SINGLE-8 P-300 

Lens: fl l. 8 Fujinon Zoom. Range 10.5 to 27.5mm. All ele
ments internal and protected. Zooming action created 
by moving of zoom lever conveniently located on lens 
housing. 

Viewfinder : Single lens reflex with adjustable diopter lens, 
electric eye needle , lens apertures, underexposure and 
overexposure warning signals vis ible in viewfinder. 

Focusing : Full range from 4' to infini ty with click stop at 15'. 
Can also be preset for "Universa l Focus" shooting. 

Exposure Control: Fully automatic CdS electric eye powered 
by 2.6V mercury battery . ASA of film autom at ically 
set into circuit by cart ridge. ASA range 25 to 400. 

Type A 
t:" Conversion 

.. Filter 

\. 

DeLuxe Case 

FUJICA division of Ehrenreich Photo·Optical Industri es, Inc., Garden City, N.Y. 11530 

Film Drive: Battery powered. Four 1.5V Penlight batteries. 
Self resett ing footage counter. 

Film Speed: 18 f.p.s. Governor controlled. 

Film Backwind: By means of extra accessory inserted into 
backwind socket in came ra. 

Extra Accessories: Close-up lens. Pol arizi ng filter for fade
ins and fade-outs .. Neutral density filter. Type A con
version filter. Film rewinder. Lens hood. Eye cup. 
Deluxe carrying case. ' 

Polarizing Filter 

o ~ 
Closeup Lens Fil m Rewinder 

Western Division: Gary Lehmann, Inc., San Francisco, Calif. 94lO5 
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